Space-Time Insight Applies Data Analytics To Keep Workers Safe
Safety Intelligence Analytics Application Prevents Accidents and Speeds Response

San Mateo, Calif., April 15, 2016 – Space‐Time Insight, the leading provider of situational intelligence
solutions, today announced the availability of the latest version of its Safety Intelligence solution. Safety
Intelligence uses advance analytics to help asset-intensive organizations avert, respond to, and take
action on safety incidents.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, industries on average experience 3.2 non-fatal
occupational injuries per 100 full-time workers. Some industries experience nearly four times this rate.
Similar statistics exist for workplace illnesses and, unfortunately, fatalities.
Safety Intelligence is a software application that uses advanced analytics to help companies:





Pinpoint the who, what, where, when, why and how of accidents that have happened or might
happen
Easily generate and act on daily accident predictions and recommended remedies
Collaborate with and educate employees, contractors, vendors and other stakeholders on
safety-related challenges
Measure and optimize the effectiveness of accident prevention and safety education programs

“Safety demands predictive analytics, because you can’t prevent what you can’t predict,” said Rob
Schilling, CEO of Space-Time Insight. "As a result, the advanced analytics of our Safety Intelligence
solution gives safety professionals the context and insight necessary to keep workers safe."
Safety Intelligence integrates with a wide range of IT, operational and external data sources that relate
to safety. The application is commonly implemented in a matter of months for rapid impact on saving
lives, preventing injuries, optimizing safety program costs and simplifying reporting.
Learn more about Safety Intelligence.

About Space-Time Insight
Space-Time Insight liberates companies in asset-intensive industries from a fragmented view of the big
picture, providing the context and clarity they need to make fast, confident decisions. Using spatial,
temporal and nodal analysis, our IoT-ready real-time visual analytics applications illuminate the what,
where, when, why and how of every asset and situation. Space-Time Insight’s award-winning situational
intelligence software powers mission-critical systems for some of the largest companies around the
world, including eight of the twenty largest US utilities. We partner with leaders in the industry
including Accenture, Esri, IBM, NEC, OSIsoft, SAP, Siemens and Unicorn Systems. Space-Time Insight is
privately held and based in San Mateo, CA. For more information, visit www.spacetimeinsight.com.
Space-Time Insight is a registered trademark of Space-Time Insight Inc.
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